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 Instructions: 

1. All questions are compulsory unless and otherwise stated. 
2. Bold figures to the right of every question are the maximum marks for that question. 
3. Candidates are advised to attempt questions in order. 
4. Answers written illegibly are likely to be marked zero. 
5. Use of scientific calculators, Log tables, Mollier Charts is allowed. 
6. Draw neat and labeled diagrams wherever necessary. 

Q.1.  Fill in the blanks.  (05) 
1.  Using ___________, you can access the second element of a list named "data" in Python.  

 a) data[0] b) data[1]  

 c)data[-1] d)data[2]  

2. ___________the correct way to print a string in Python.  

 a) print("Hello World") b) echo  ‘Hello World’  

 c) printf(“Hello World") d) print Hello World  

3. ___________the correct way to define a function in Python.  

 a) function name(parameters) { code } b) def name(parameters): code  

 c) declare function name(params) as code d) define function(name, params) { code }  

4. ___________is the correct syntax for adding an element to the end of a list named "numbers" 

in Python. 

 

 a)numbers.add(5) b) numbers.append(5)  

 c) numbers += [5] d) all of the above  

5. The  _____  keyword used to rename the module.  

 a) is b) as  

 c) py d) def  

   
Q.2. State True/False.  (05) 

1. Function keyword is used to definition function in Python.    

2. Type conversion means convert values from one data type to another data type.   

3. Break statement allow us to exit from program.   

4. Elements inside list not able to change using = operator.  

     5. The Python toUpperCase() method is used to convert lowercase letters in a string to 
uppercase.  
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Q.3.  Answer the following.  (Solve any 5) (10) 
1. Describe Dictionary in Python.  

2. How to give Comments in Python?  

3. What is the purpose of the "pass" statement in Python?  

4. How to import modules and packages?  

5. Explain Scope of variables in Python.  

6. Write a python code to print length of a string.  

Q. 4. Answer the following in detail.  (Solve any 6) (30) 

1. Differentiate between a module and a package in Python?  

2. Explain Tuples in python.  

3. Differentiate between mutable and immutable data types?  

4. Explain Classes and objects in Python.  

5. Explain exceptions in python.  

6. Write a python code to print multiplication of all elements in the given list.  

7. Write a python code to create HRDatabase.  

    
Q. 5. Answer the following in detail. (Solve any 1) (10) 

1.  Write a python program to add the contents of abc.txt at the end of xyz.txt file with proper 

exception 

 

  2. Write a Python program that defines a function validate_password(password) that checks if a 

password meets the following criteria: 

1. Minimum length of 8 characters 

2. At least one uppercase letter 

3. At least one lowercase letter 

4. At least one number 

5. At least one special character 

The function should return True if the password meets all criteria and False otherwise. 

 

__________________ 
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